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Abstract: We conducted anchoring performance, stress distribution, and full-scale indoor pulling
tests on glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bolts. The tests were conducted using finite element
software while considering the multi-interface contact and BK criterion by using the cohesive element
to simulate the contact relations between the anchor rod body and concrete and building an axial
symmetry calculation model of the GRFP bolt and concrete. The results indicated that the finite
element model based on cohesive element accurately represents the load–displacement relationship
of the GFRP bolt and the distribution law of axial stress along the anchoring length. In addition,
the simulation outcomes of the load–displacement relationship were in good agreement with the
measured test values. Under the same load, the axial-force-transferred depth of the bolt body was
identical regardless of the anchorage length. As anchoring length increases, the pull load on the bolt
and the decay rate of axial stress along the anchoring length rises gradually. There is a critical value
for the anchorage length of the bolt.

Keywords: laboratory test; anchorage length; critical anchoring length; bond stress

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing prevalence of underground buildings, the buried depth of build-
ing foundations is gradually increasing, and anti-floating structure treatment is imperative.
Due to its simple construction, safety, effectiveness, and low cost, the anti-floating anchor
has been widely used [1,2]. As a permanent support, anti-float bolts are affected in the long
term by salt ions in groundwater, and their durability becomes more of a problem [3–5]. The
GFRP bolt can fundamentally solve the durability problem of the anti-floating bolt due to
its material and mechanical properties. Because of the differences in material properties, the
anchoring mechanism of the GFRP bolt varies from that of traditional reinforcement [6–8],
where anchoring refers to the interaction between the GFRP anchor and concrete, and the
length of the GFRP anchor in concrete is called the anchoring length.

Utilizing experiment, theory, and numerical simulation, scholars have explored the
interaction mechanism between GFRP anchor and concrete, especially the bond between
GFRP anchor and concrete. In this field, experimental studies are critical. Laboratory
tests have the advantages of providing good controllability, high efficiency, and low costs,
making them the primary method for researchers to examine the bond performance of
GFRP bolts. Soong et al. [9], using an indoor pull-out test, determined that the strength
of the interface between the GFRP anchor and concrete was primarily borne by chemical
bonding, while bearing resistance and frictional resistance play a minor role. Kou et al. [10]
embedded an FBG sensor into the GFRP anchor to monitor the stress variation of the GFRP
anchor during the pulling process. They indicated that there was a critical depth in the
GFRP anchor system, and when the length of the bolt exceeded the critical value, the tensile
capacity of the bolt did not change significantly. Lu et al. [11] yielded identical results
through experiments. As the bond length of the GFRP bolt increased, the ultimate pulling
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load of the bolt rose [12], the slip amount of the bolt gradually decreased [13,14], and the
average bond strength between the bolt and concrete dropped [15,16]. When the bonding
length exceeded a specific value, the failure mode of the bolt changed from pulling-out
failure to concrete-splitting failure [17]. The end-bearing effect produced by additional
ribs can effectively reduce the cracking of the concrete; a moderate increase in the number
of additional ribs can maximize the tensile strength of FRP bars and improve the bond
strength between FRP bars and concrete [18–20]. Additionally, the concrete strength [21–23],
the covering thickness of the concrete [24], and the environmental conditions [25,26] also
impact the bonding strength of the GFRP bolt to concrete.

Geotechnical engineering poses great difficulties because of its high concealment,
highly complex research elements, and high field-test cost. Numerical analysis software,
which is under continuous development, has become the primary research tool in many
fields. Based on the bond-slip law of the GFRP bolt derived from laboratory tests, Goora-
norimi et al. [27] used ABAQUS software to develop a parametric bond-slip model for the
GFRP bolt and discovered that the thickness of concrete affects the bonding strength of the
bolt. Yoo et al. [28] proposed equations for the normalized bond strength and development
length of GFRP rebar embedded in UHPFRC, with pull-out failure relying on the test
results. Tekle et al. [17,29] used the constitutive bond-slip method to conduct finite element
simulation and indicated that the distribution of bond stress of the GFRP bolt is not uniform,
with the degree of bonding stress nonuniformity depending on the bonding length of the
bolt. Rezazadeh et al. [30] built a finite element model to simulate the bonding behavior
of the GFRP bolt and demonstrated that the thickness of the concrete overlay impacts the
bonding strength of the bolt when the nonlinearity of concrete and GFRP bar-concrete
interface is considered.

Few studies have been conducted on applying computer analysis methods to anti-
floating engineering, and the GFRP anchor bolt model is rough, which seriously influences
the test findings. This study conducted numerical simulation research on the anchoring
mechanism of GFRP anti-float bolts and concrete using ABAQUS finite element software.
The feasibility of the concrete anchorage model was verified by comparing the simulation
and test results. In addition, this model was employed to analyze the anchoring mechanism
between a GFRP bolt and concrete with different anchoring lengths and to investigate the
influence of anchoring length on anchoring performance, thereby providing a theoretical
foundation for the design of GFRP anti-float bolts.

2. ABAQUS Simulation Boundary Relationships
2.1. ABAQUS Software

ABAQUS is a finite element analysis software that can solve simple linear and
complex nonlinear problems, and it is commonly applied in construction engineering.
ABAQUS/CAE is an ABAQUS modeling module with a simple operation interface and
strong flow. The ABAQUS software provides directly extractable geotechnical constitutive
models, including the typical Mole-Coulomb, D-P, modified Cambridge, concrete damage
models, and others. The interaction module offers a variety of interface parameter settings
that can solve the contact relationship between different components. The load module can
assign values to boundary conditions and model loads. These advantages make ABAQUS
finite element analysis well-suited to handling a wide variety of engineering challenges.

In conclusion, ABAQUS finite element software can be utilized to simulate the GFRP
bolt pulling test and model the anchorage between the GFRP bolt and concrete. The
cohesive interface relationship and concrete damage constitutive models based on ABAQUS
can be applied to model GFRP anchor concrete, simulating the pull test of the GFRP anchor.
The GFRP anchor and concrete were simulated using a four-node bilinear axisymmetric
quadrilateral element of CAX4R. The boundary conditions are set according to the actual
situation of the anti-floating anchor. The model is validated by field or laboratory tests.
This demonstrates the feasibility of using ABAQUS for FRP anchor analysis.
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2.2. Realization Method of the Interface Bonding Relation

The interface bonding between the GFRP bolt and concrete is the key to numerical
simulation. There is chemical bonding, bearing resistance, and frictional resistance between
the GFRP bolt and the concrete interface [9]. This study used a cohesive model to define
this interfacial relationship. Generally, this model can realistically simulate the interfacial
friction between bolt and concrete. The model also simplifies the complex interfacial failure
process to a correlation between the relative displacement and force between the two
separated interfaces. The cohesive model can be implemented by either creating contact
units or setting up contact relations.

2.2.1. Contact Units

In this study, the cohesive model was introduced by creating contact units. The
procedure started by setting up a single layer of cohesive elements where cracks and relative
displacement were expected to be generated between various components. Thereafter, the
bond displacement characteristics were represented in this unit. The cohesive unit can be
part of a component, creating a cohesive layer using component cutting zones. Moreover,
the cohesive unit can be a single solid component with binding constraints on other
components. These two modeling approaches, shown in Figure 1, can model the layered
failure of composite materials, but the former method is complicated in grid division, and
the latter is complicated in assembly and contact relation settings. Accordingly, the suitable
method can be selected based on structure shape, material, and other differences.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the contact-element modeling method.

2.2.2. Contact Relation

Compared to the cohesive unit, the contact relation is more convenient for simulating
the interface cohesive displacement characteristics of bolt and concrete. Specific operations
are carried out in modules that interact with components, such as assigning values to the
attributes of interactions and setting interaction areas. The process of defining it follows this
path: Interaction→ Property→ Create→Mechanical→ Cohesive Behavior→ Damage
→ Criterion. Among them, key parameters such as friction coefficient, bond stiffness
coefficient, and initial stress value require relevant specifications and test verification for
accurate simulation.

3. Laboratory Test
3.1. Experiment Objective and Method

Anchoring length is an important index affecting the anchoring performance of a bolt,
and its value dramatically impacts the bolt’s safety. In this study, the influence of anchoring
length on bolt anchoring performance was studied by performing full-scale destructive
laboratory tests on bolts with different anchoring lengths. Moreover, the results were used
in the numerical simulation to verify the model’s reliability.
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A single bolt was utilized as a group during the horizontal pull test. A bolt was also
used to connect two concrete blocks in series, and two perforated hydraulic jack sets were
arranged horizontally on both sides to ensure the bolt’s horizontal stress. The bolt stress
and the relative displacement between the bolt and concrete were recorded during the test
using a displacement meter and a dynamometer. This loading device does not require
jigging, which helps avoid test errors caused by the poor shear performance of the GFRP
anchor rod. The horizontal load was applied synchronously through two through-core
jack groups. Additionally, parallel experiments were completed by applying one load and
obtaining two test data sets.

Two types of concrete blocks with 800 × 800 × 500 mm and 800 × 800 × 900 mm sizes
were used to test the GFRP anchors with different anchoring lengths. The test device is
shown in Figure 2 (an 800 × 800 × 500 mm solid anchor size was taken as an example).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the test device.

3.2. Test Materials
3.2.1. GFRP Anchor

Epoxy GFRP anchors were used in the test and were composed with about 25% epoxy
and 75% glass fiber. The diameter of the bolt was 28 mm, the measured density was
2.1 g/cm3, the ultimate shear strength was 150 MPa, and the elastic modulus was 51 GPa.
The anchoring lengths of the GFRP bolt were 420 mm (15D) and 840 mm (30D), where D is
the bolt diameter.

3.2.2. Concrete Block

Plain concrete with a C25 strength grade was used in concrete blocks with an
800 mm × 800 mm section and 500 mm and 900 mm thicknesses. The concrete block
was supported using a wood mold. The wood mold’s bottom was separated from the
ground by equally spaced seamless steel pipes to prevent uneven force caused by excessive
friction in the concrete block during the test process, eliminating its effects on the test
results. In order to measure the concrete’s mechanical index, three groups of standard test
blocks were made under the same conditions. The specific test material parameters are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Test material parameters.

Test Number Bolt Diameter (mm) Anchorage
Length (mm)

Bolt Elastic
Modulus (GPa)

Concrete Strength
Class

Concrete Block
Size (mm3)

S420 28 420 150 C25 800 × 800 × 500
S840 28 840 150 C25 800 × 800 × 900
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3.3. Test Process

Before concrete pouring, the anchor bar was installed in the wooden mold to pre-
vent bolt deflection during concrete casting, ensuring the accuracy of the bolt’s applied
horizontal stress. When concrete is poured, it typically requires vibrations to ensure the
compactness of the anchorage area. Here, the time of each vibration was 20 to 30 s. After
28 days of curing, the compressive strength of the standard concrete test block reached
25.4 MPa, which met the strength requirements.

The test was started after calibrating the displacement meter and dynamometer. Step-
by-step loading was adopted in the test. Each stage load was 40 kN, and the load was
uniformly applied at a 0.2 kN/s rate until the test bolt was damaged. The relative slip
between the GFRP anchor bolt and the concrete block was recorded immediately after
applying each grade load. The test process strictly followed the requirements of the Technical
specification for anti-floating anchors (YB/T4659-2018) [31]. The specific test process is shown
in Figure 3, and the test results are depicted.
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4. GFRP Anchoring Numerical Simulation
4.1. Constitutive Model
4.1.1. Concrete Constitutive Model

Concrete is an elastic–plastic cementitious material that undergoes various cracking
degrees when subjected to stress. Generally, three models simulate concrete behavior in
ABAQUS: the concrete damage-plasticity model, the concrete smeared-cracking model, and
the concrete brittle-cracking model. In this paper, the concrete damage-plasticity model
was selected. The concrete damage model parameters were obtained according to the
specifications of the Code for design of concrete structures (GB 50010-2010) [32], from which,
the stress–strain relationship is shown in Figure 4.

The stress–strain values of concrete under tension and compression were obtained
by conducting tensile and compression tests according to the concrete specifications. The
concrete damage parameters were calculated using the equations that follow.

When concrete is compressed:

σ = (1−dc)Ecε (1)

When x ≤ 1, dc = 1− ρcn
n− 1 + xn

When x > 1, dc = 1− ρc

αc(x− 1)2 + x
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ρc =
fc

Ecεc
(2)

n =
Ecεc

Ecεc − fc
(3)

x =
ε

εc
(4)
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When concrete is tensioned:
σ = (1−dt)Ecε (5)

When x ≤ 1, dc = 1−ρt(1.2 − 0.2x5)

When x > 1, dt = 1− ρt

αt(x− 1)1.7 + x

ρt =
ft

Ecεt
(6)

x =
ε

εt
(7)

where σc and σt are the compressive and tensile stresses of concrete, fc and ft are the
compressive and tensile strength of concrete, respectively, εc and εt are the peak compressive
and tensile strain values of concrete, respectively, and dc and dt are the evolution parameters
of the concrete damage under compression and tension, respectively.

Typically, when the concrete damage model is utilized, its evolution law is derived
according to the energy equivalence model and the strain equivalence model, and its
damage parameters can be obtained using the following equations:

E0(1−d) = E0(1−D)2 (8)

D = 1−
√

1−d (9)

d = 1−
√

σ

E·ε (10)

where D is the plastic damage factor of concrete, and d is the damage evolution parameter.

4.1.2. GFRP Anchor Constitutive Model

GFRP bolts consist of glass fiber and epoxy resin with anisotropic material properties.
As shown in Figure 5, the stress–strain relationship under the standard state presents a
linear distribution, and there is no obvious yield stage compared to reinforced bolts.
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4.1.3. Interfacial Relation Constitutive Model

The cohesive bond relationship between the GFRP bolt and the concrete interface was
defined using the cohesive model. Before and after damage are represented by ascending
and descending segments, respectively. The cohesive element constitutive model is shown
in Figure 6, where slope K is the penalty stiffness of the cohesive element, and the curve’s
envelope area is the fracture damage energy.
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Figure 6. Cohesive model constitutive equation.

The main interface parameters include stiffness coefficient, maximum nominal stress,
normal and shear fracture energy, and viscosity coefficient. The maximum nominal stress
criterion of the Maxs Damage was used to represent the degradation of interface elements
when the initial critical damage was defined. Accordingly, interface damage began to
occur when the maximum nominal strain ratio reached 1. Its expression is shown in
Equation (11).

max
{
〈tn〉
t0
n

,
ts

t0
s

,
tt

t0
t

}
= 1 (11)

where tn
0, ts

0, and tt
0 represent the peak nominal normal stress of the cohesive element in

the normal direction and x and y tangential directions, respectively. Macaulay brackets
indicate that simple normal stresses or normal displacements do not cause damage.

In this study, the Benzeggagh–Kenane Law (BK criterion) was used to represent the
evolution law of damage when the interface relationship reached the failure criterion. The
BK criterion is defined in Equation (12).

Gc
n +

(
Gc

s − Gc
n)(

GS
GT

)η

= Gc (12)

where Gc = Gn +Gs +Gt, GS = Gs +Gt, GT = GS +Gt and Gn, Gs, Gt are the interface frac-
ture failure energy in the corresponding failure direction, Gn

c, Gs
c, Gt

c is the critical fracture
failure energy in the corresponding failure direction, and η is the material parameter.
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4.2. Establishing the Model
4.2.1. Modeling

This numerical simulation is based on full-scale laboratory test conditions and adopts
the laboratory test and numerical model in equal proportions for modeling. The model
adopted an axisymmetric simulation method, and the concrete block and GFRP bolt were
separately defined. The concrete plane size was 400 × 500 mm and 400 × 900 mm. The
surface of the GFRP bolt used a form of ring thread. The thread size was taken to be the
same as that of the test bolt, and its specific parameters are shown in Table 2. Once the
component was created, the material properties of the GFRP anchor bolt and concrete
slab were defined. GFRP bolt was assumed to be an isotropic elastic–plastic material,
and its density, elasticity, and plasticity parameters were defined accordingly. The plastic
parameters were taken as the stress–strain values in the laboratory single-bar pulling test.
A concrete plastic-damage model was adopted for concrete slabs, and its parameters were
stress–strain values collected from the standard tensile and compressive tests of the C25
concrete. The damage parameters were calculated according to the expressions in the
specifications. Once the assignment of component material attributes was completed, each
component was assembled. The axisymmetric model of the concrete block anchored using
the GFRP anchor bolt after assembly is shown in Figure 7.

Table 2. Test bolt shape parameters.

Bolt Diameter
(mm)

Outer Diameter
(mm)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Thread Pitch
(mm) Tooth Width (mm) Tooth Height

(mm)

28 28 25.7 10 2 1.15
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4.2.2. Determination of Contact Relations and Boundary Conditions

This section describes cohesive-element contact relations and interface friction based
on the interface selection between the bolt and concrete block. When setting interface
friction parameters, the default penalty function contact was adopted, where the tangential
friction coefficient was taken as 0.3. The cohesive element utilized a tractor-separation
criterion, which specifies the stiffness coefficient. The damage criterion adopted the initial
maximum nominal stress, and the damage evolution used the BK energy criterion and the
linear softening method. Given that the stiffness of the GFRP bolt is greater than that of
concrete and that this study focused on the bonding property between the GFRP bolt and
concrete, the bolt’s outer surface was chosen as the main surface, and the concrete interface
in contact with GFRP bolt was defined as the slave surface. In order to completely simulate
the laboratory test conditions, the displacement boundary conditions were applied to the
concrete’s end face, and the pressure load was applied to the GFRP anchor’s upper surface
to simulate the pulling load of the anchor.
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4.2.3. Grid Division and Solving Settings

Figure 8 shows the grid division. In order to improve the calculation accuracy, CAX4R
grid elements were implemented in the concrete blocks and GFRP anchors, and the re-
duction integral algorithm and hourglass control method were adopted. Step-by-step
activation of the geometric nonlinearity and automatic stabilization with 10,000 steps and
0.001 minimum increment were used to enhance the convergence.
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5. Calculation Results and Model Verification
5.1. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis

The difficulty of this numerical simulation lies in the contact relation setting because
the bolt’s surface is rough, and the bonding–displacement relation between the interface
must be derived from the specification and test. The anchoring performance of GFRP
bolts with a 28 mm diameter and 420 and 840 mm anchoring lengths was simulated. A
three-dimensional solid view was built by 90◦ sweeping. The displacement unit was mm,
the load unit was kN, and the stress unit was MPa.

5.1.1. Anchor L420 Simulation Results

Under the simulated pulling load at the rod end, the displacement of the GFRP bolt
with an anchorage length of 420 mm along the rod end’s axis direction increased as the
load rose. When the load reached 240 kN, the bolt had a large displacement, the simulated
displacement did not converge, and the operation terminated. The analysis reveals that the
bolt was pulled out and damaged. Figure 9 indicates that the maximum displacement of
the top bolt before failure was 10.27 mm. Due to the linear elastic behavior of the GFRP
bolt, an elastic–plastic slip was observed along the axial direction of the bolt, and the step
type varied as the buried depth increased.
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5.1.2. Anchor L840 Simulation Results

For the GFRP bolt with an anchorage length of 420 mm, under the simulated pulling
load at the rod end, the bolt displacement in the rod end’s axis direction rose as the load
increased. Figure 10 indicates that when the load reached 380 kN, the displacement of the
bolt end increased rapidly to 30.37 mm. The bolt body appeared to have shrunk at the
anchor hole, and it broke. Due to the fracture of the bar body, the stress decreased, and the
position of the bar body moved back and shrunk.
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Through the simulation of GFRP anchors with anchoring lengths of 420 mm and
840 mm, it can be seen from the numerical analysis results that our interface relation-
ship model is viable for the numerical simulation of GFRP anchors and foundation plate
anchoring.

5.2. Contrastive Analysis of Load–Displacement Curve

Figure 11 depicts the load–displacement curves of GFRP bolts with various anchoring
lengths under different pulling loads. The axial node of the rod inside the anchor hole
was selected as the displacement and stress output of the GFRP bolt from the numerical
simulation to reduce the influence of the exposed bolt on the displacement results. It can be
seen from Figure 11a that test-measured values and numerical-simulation-calculated values
were highly coincidental. The GFRP bolt with an anchoring length of 420 mm was pulled
out and damaged, the bolt body and concrete unstick, load reduction, and displacement
rapidly increased, and the figure’s curve had a descending section. Figure 11b reveals
that the bolt displacement increased uniformly with the load during the early loading
phase. In the final loading stage, the bolt reached its ultimate strength and accelerated the
displacement until damaged.

Figure 11 illustrates that the load peak value of the numerical simulation was higher
than the test value, but the measured displacement of the bolt was slightly greater than
the simulation’s calculated value during the early loading stage. The reasons were as
follows: first, the interface bonding between the test bolt and concrete was not uniform
enough during the laboratory test; second, there were inevitable errors in reading test
data manually.
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5.3. Different Load Levels of Stress Distribution
5.3.1. Anchor L420

Figure 12 depicts the stress nephogram of the GFRP anchor under different loads.
The stress nephogram corresponding to the bolt was determined before, during, and after
the drawing process, where the respective loads were 40, 80, 160, and 240 kN. Figure 12
demonstrates that the bolt’s axial stress was successfully transferred from the loading end
to the anchoring depth under the load. When the bolt displacement occurred, the stress
concentration happened near the bolt hole, as shown in Figure 12d. Along with the load
increase, the interface bonding stress decreased continuously, and the bolt finally appeared
to have a large displacement and became unbonded with the concrete block.
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5.3.2. Anchor L840

Figure 13 depicts the stress nephogram of the GFRP bolt with a load of 40, 120,
and 240 kN after failure. Figure 13a,b indicate that the stress nephograms of bolts L420
and L840 under pulling load were similar in the early stages of bolt loading. When the
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maximum stress in the stress cloud diagram reached the ultimate tensile strength of the bolt
(702 MPa), the anchor reached the stress peak near the anchor hole, the apparent tearing
failure occurred, and the bolt was pulled out. During this time, the stress of the bolt body
in the anchorage section rapidly decreased.
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6. Simulation of GFRP Bolts at Different Anchoring Lengths
6.1. Anchor Axial Stress Distribution Law

Based on the above model parameters, the relationships between concrete, bolt, and
interface remained unchanged, while the anchorage length of the GFRP anchor was modi-
fied. The stress of the GFRP anchor with anchorage lengths of 18D, 21D, 24D, 30D, and
33D was simulated under the pull load.

We investigated the distribution law of axial force of GFRP bolt under varying loads;
Figure 14 demonstrates how identically spaced integral elements were selected along the
anchoring depth to determine the axial stress values of integral elements under various
loads. We discovered that the axial stress of the GFRP bolt was at its maximum at the anchor
hole, tended to zero at the end of the bolt, and decreased as the anchoring length increased.
This showed that under the influence of a load, the load was successively transferred along
the direction of the anchoring depth by axial force, and with the increase of anchoring
length, the interface bond stress between bolt and concrete increased as the load rose.

When comparing the axial stress distribution of GFRP anchors with different anchoring
lengths, the axial stress transfer depth was identical under the same load. The bolt axial
stress change rate decreased gradually along the direction of anchoring depth, and this
phenomenon became more evident as the anchoring length rose. This indicates that as the
distance to the anchor hole decreased, the load borne by the GFRP bolt body increased. In
contrast, the farther that the bolt was from the anchor hole, the smaller the load-sharing
proportion was. This demonstrates that the area near the anchor hole was the weakest and
would fail first, which was consistent with the failure pattern of the bolt when it was pulled
out in the laboratory test. As shown in Figure 14f,g, when the anchoring length exceeded
840 mm, the load was no longer be transferred to the depth, indicating that the critical
anchoring length of the bolt was reached.
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Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Variation law of bolt axial stress with anchoring depth: (a) 15D/420 mm, (b) 18D/504 mm,
(c) 21D/588 mm, (d) 24D/672 mm, (e) 27D/756 mm, (f) 30D/840 mm, (g) 33D/924 mm.

6.2. Bolt Load–Displacement Curve

Figure 15 depicts the GFRP bolt load–displacement relationship. The peak load before
the bolt failed was selected as the bolt’s final load. The bolt load–displacement curve
with various anchoring lengths had the same trend. As the load developed, the change of
bolt position was gradually accelerated. Under the same load level, the bolt displacement
reduced as the anchorage length increased, and the final displacement rose as the anchorage
length increased. The load–displacement curves of GFRP anchors with anchoring lengths
of 27D, 30D, and 33D were nearly identical, indicating that when the anchoring length
exceeded 27D, simply increasing the anchoring length cannot effectively improve the
external anchoring strength of GFRP anchors.
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Figure 15. Bolt load–displacement curve.

7. Conclusions

1. Our calculation model of axial symmetry between the GFRP anchor rod and concrete,
cohesive elements can effectively simulate the bonding relationship between GFRP
anchor and concrete.

2. ABAQUS software was applied to develop a fine model of the laboratory test anchor-
age system, and a simulation of the anti-floating anchor L420 and L840 was performed.
The load–displacement curves derived from simulation and laboratory tests were in
good agreement, and the stress distribution nephogram obtained from the simulation
better described the load-transfer law of the bolt. At the same time, the reliability of
ABAQUS software for analyzing the anchoring performance of the GFRP bolt was
verified, as well as the rationality and scientificity of parameter selection.

3. A numerical analysis of the anchoring performance of GFRP anchors with different
anchoring lengths indicated that the axial stress transfer depth was identical under
the same load. Under increasing bolt anchorage length, the attenuation rate of bolt
axial stress gradually rose. The anchor bolt near the anchor hole is a weak area and
will be the first to break. When the anchoring length exceeded 27D, the external
anchoring strength of the GFRP bolt could not be effectively improved by increasing
the anchoring length. This simulation offers a novel approach for studying the
anchorage performance of GFPR anchor bolts and concrete.
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